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Today we will continue with our comments on the worsening Euro
Zone situation and the divergent stresses being seen in their financial and economic indicators. There is clearly a need for further
action by the ECB. Also, we’ll update the theme that a correction in
the intra Europe economic imbalances will need to be part of the
overall European solution.

Beginning with Europe, the key issues facing the peripheral economies are fiscal austerity, restarting growth and restructuring their
economies to become more competitive. The first two can be
contradictory in the short run while the third is very difficult politically as can be witnessed in Greece and to a lesser extent Italy.
Exacerbating this situation is the accelerating flight of capital from
peripheral to core countries. In recognition of these worsening
stresses, the EU on Tuesday issued a statement that, for Spain,
they would provide bank capital and modify their requirements for
fiscal austerity. For this the Spanish probably owe some thanks to
the Greek socialists.
The other major dynamic that we’ve discussed is the intra-EU
economic imbalances and the need for a correction. This notion
rests on the concept that the core Euro economies are much stronger than the peripherals and that they need to act and that some
level of rebalancing needs to occur. Germany, with about 30%
of EU GDP, is of course the major player on this stage. Negative
real interest rates in Germany and a rapidly weakening Euro
(27% of German exports are to non Euro members) should boost
domestic German demand thus increasing imports from peripheral
economies.
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CHARTS 1-3. On Chart #1 we

have the ECB balance sheet
in light blue and the interbank
lending stress indicator is the
black line. As you can see,
these stresses, at their long
term average, are low as a
direct result of the ECB expansion of its balance sheet. An
additional observation to be
made from this chart is from
the time period starting in 2010
through mid-2011 highlighted by
the gold arrow. During this time
the ECB was raising interest
rates and shrinking its balance
sheet. These actions were very
likely one of the key precipitants of the EU financial crisis.
Today, however, the ECB may
once again be falling behind
the curve as the supply of M1,
as shown on Chart #2, has
fallen far below its trend line. In
Chart #3 you can also see that
real M2 and M3 growth have
recently slowed with M3 actually
contracting.
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CHARTS 4-6. Other stresses that

are increasing in the Euro Area
other than declining money
supply are the worsening economic indicators. In Chart #4
are the PMI’s for Europe, the
US and the World. Although
the world and the US remain
above 50, the US comfortably
so, the European PMI’s have
fallen to the contractionary level
of 45. This is further confirmed
by the Euro Area new orders
survey, Chart #5, which has
contracted for three consecutive months. Although this level
of new orders corresponds to
GDP growth of about 0.04%, as
shown on Chart #6, in all likelihood there will be a Euro wide
contraction of -1.0% to -1.5% for
2012.
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CHARTS 7-10. Other severe stresses are manifest in Spanish borrowing costs over German bonds.

In Chart #7 you can see them to be a near record levels. The mechanics of this differential are due to
both higher perceived lending risk for Spanish sovereigns in combination with capital flight to German
Bunds. The gold line indicates a declining Euro relative to the US$, a reflection of the market anticipating more action from the ECB. Spain’s worsening fiscal position illustrated on Chart #8 is pushing
up their borrowing costs; causing capital flight; and, as mentioned above, has forced the EU to ease
up on some of their demands for the pace for fiscal reform.

Perhaps the worst financial stress indicator in Europe is the collapse in yields for German
bonds. As you can see on Chart #9 the two year yield is nearly at zero. This collapse in yields is
happening for a couple of reasons. The primary one is capital flight from the peripheral economies, especially in Greece where there is a fear of exiting the Euro, into core European government
bonds thus driving down the yields of the latter. Secondarily, there may be a whiff of deflation in the
air in Germany as business surveys there have shown a collapse in expectations for higher prices
as shown on Chart #10. With an estimated 1.4 Trillion Euro in short term deposits in the peripheral
banks, these intra-Euro financial stresses will only worsen. This may force the ECB to initiate not only
another LTRO operation but to begin a deposit guarantee program to stem the capital flight.
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CHARTS 11-14. Chart #11 shows that German bond yields after inflation, their real returns, have been
driven negative by this flight of capital from the peripheral economies in spite of the fact that inflation
there has fallen below 2.0% as shown on Chart #12. The red line on this same chart represents wage
growth in Germany where it is reported that about one third of employers are reporting difficulty filling
job vacancies. The reduced savings and increased domestic demand caused by negative real
rates in combination with an export based economy benefiting from a weakening Euro should
help to alleviate some of the intra-Euro economic imbalances. In the first quarter of this year
there was a sharp pick up in the imports from other EU economies as shown in Chart #13. This
rebalancing dynamic will likely take years to play out and will be just one of several components (i.e.
the ECB, ESM & IMF) that will need to be in place. Unfortunately, business survey data from Germany for this past month has turned sharply negative as shown on Chart#14.
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CHARTS 15-17. To underscore
the urgency with which the
Euro countries need to act it
is instructive to look back at
Argentina’s bankruptcy and
compare their GDP with that of
Italy today as shown on Chart
#15. When Argentina defaulted
their GDP fell 15% within a year
and then took another three
years to recover to their prior
level. Within this context it is
interesting to note that most
polls done in Greece show that
a majority of Greeks want to
stay in the Euro even though
their political parties seem to
behave otherwise.
On Chart #16 you can clearly
see that the ECB lagged the
US Fed in lowering policy rates
in 2008 and then began raising them again in early 2011.
This later action, along with
their declining balance sheet
and shrinking money supply
metrics may well have been
a major catalyst for the financial crisis in the peripheral
economies. With the rising
economic and financial stresses
highlighted above it highly likely
that the ECB will once again
need to take on lowering rates
and initiating another LTRO program which should continue to
weaken the Euro. You can see
on Chart #17 that this is being
anticipated by the speculative
futures market (in blue).
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CHART 18. On Chart #18 the
implied Euro/$ rate is about 1.1
based on the differential growth
rates of the balance sheets
of the ECB and the Fed. The
weakening Euro will likely
cause inflation in the core
economies to rise which will
is better than the alternative
of sever deflation in the peripherals.
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CHART 19. Chart #18 makes

19

clear the difficult fiscal condition
of Greece. The likely reaction to
the Greece withdrawal from the
Euro would be a short sharp decline in the SP500 of c. 100-150
points followed by very aggressive policy responses from the
ECB and core Europe to ring
fence Spain and Italy. An interesting middle ground would be
for Greece to stay in the Euro
but to issue IOU’s to government employee as did California
several years ago.
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CHARTS 20-23. One way to play the decline of the Euro is to look at European companies with a large

percentage of sales coming from outside Europe and, in particular, with exposure to the Emerging
Market middle class. On Charts #20 & #21 I’ve compared the consumer discretionary stock index in
Europe to the FTSE Europe Index and you can clearly see the relative outperformance. This index
isn’t restricted to those companies exposed to Emerging Markets but it gives an indication that they’ve
been somewhat insulated from the domestic stresses in Europe.
Those stresses in Europe are, unfortunately, beginning to show up in the US. On Chart #22 you can
clearly see that the weekly stress indicator, in blue, has been turning up for that past few weeks. The
monthly indicator in red has stopped declining and, with this month’s reading, may well turn back
higher. These indicators are being driven higher by increased volatility in the markets and widening
credit spreads. They are important because, as can be seen on Chart #23 where the blue line is the
stress index inverted, they correlate closely with the annual percent change in US GDP.
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CHARTS 24-28. Chart #24 has the S&P500 with the 200dma in red with +/- 5.0% bands in dashed red

and the 50dma-200dma in grey area. We discussed in early May that the market had violated the
upper 5% band as the 50dam-200dma was declining. The market temporarily found support at the
200dma but, with Friday’s action it has now penetrated it. On Chart #25 you can see the year to date
performance of each sector of the S&P500. I want to comment on the Industrial Sector which was the
fourth worst performing sector after Energy, Utilities & Materials.
On Charts #26-28 I’ve displayed the relative P/E’s,
P/B’s and Fwd Earnings to the S&P500 above or
below their year average. On these measures the
sector looks inexpensive.
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CHARTS 29-31. On Chart
#29 is the latest Midwest
Manufacturing Index reading
which is at a new post recession high and is consistent with
our theme of a rebound in the
US manufacturing sector driven,
in part, by a global energy
advantage derived from shale.
This is further supported in
Charts #30 and #31. Chart #30
shows the strong correlation
between Industrial Production
and Manufacturing with the
New Order/Inventory Ratio for
industrial metals. Although the
ration peaked at the beginning
of 2012 it still remains at one of
the highest levels in 15 years.
There is also a strong correlation between Commercial
and Industrial loan growth and
Manufacturing Construction as
shown on Chart #31. One of
industries that we’ve emphasized over the past several
years has been energy transportation and storage…the MLP
Pipelines.
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CHARTS 32-35. As you can see on Chart #32 they have historically correlated very well with industrial production. Although the group has seen considerable volatility this year, they should continue
to benefit if our thesis proves out that US industrial production will continue to remain strong and
shale derived energy continues to grow. Spread yields for the group, Chart #33, are still well above
average.
After the Euro financial crisis China remains the major risk factor for world GDP and equity markets.
Chart #34 shows the New Orders survey from the Chinese National Bureau of Statistics (NBS in
black) and HSBC/Markit in Orange. The latter is independent and is more representative of small to
medium sized companies while the former is government controlled and is biased to large companies. Both of these indicators point to slowing growth which, in combination with declining inflation,
will allow the PBoC more flexibility to loosen monetary policy. Chart #35 shows that the growth of M1
in China has been the slowest on record and is very likely responsible for much of the decline seen in
materials pricing.
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CHARTS 36-38. On the bottom
panel of Chart #36 you can
see that Reserve Requirement
Ratios have been lowered three
times since the beginning of
the year but policy rates(top
panel) remain unchanged and
inflation is falling. In fact, as
shown on Chart #37, inflation
should continue to decline as
food prices, which constitutes
about one third of Chinese CPI,
should track the downward fall
in the CRB Foodstuff Index. In
fact, interest rates have been
lowered in the other BRIC
economies and, as can be seen
by the black dotted line in Chart
#38, have been trending down
since mid-2011.
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CHARTS 39-41. This has followed the downward trend
in BRIC inflation, Chart #39,
since about the same time.
The only outlier has been the
recent trend back up in inflation
in India. The policy easing
in the emerging economies
is occurring at the same
time that G4 central banks
are expanding their balance
sheets, Chart #40. As you can
see from this chart the UK and
Euro Zone have been the most
aggressive recently with the latter, as argued above, very likely
to continue in the near future.
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In the US, economic data has
been surprising to the weak side
as shown by the Citi Economic
Surprise Index on Chart #41.
There are, however, some
positive signs from a growing
housing market, increasing
bank lending and, until the
recent payroll figures, a stabilizing labor market.
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CHARTS 42-45. For four consecutive quarters the residential housing market, Chart #42, has been a
positive contributor to GDP. The Case-Shiller home price index has risen on a year/year basis while
housing inventories have nearly dropped back to long term averages, Chart #43. In Chart #44 you
can see the correlation between the NAHB index and housing starts which implies a monthly start
rate of around 800,000 late 2012 or early 2013. This is confirmed by a similar correlation with framing
lumber prices shown on Chart #45.
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CHARTS 46-48. If these correlations hold true then the housing
index, as shown in Chart #46,
should also continue its recent
strength.
The recent pullback in the
SP500 in combination with a
fall in the 10-Yr Treasury yield
have pushed the earnings yield
spread…essentially the equity
risk premium…back close to
levels of last Fall at around the
time the ECB initiated its first
LTRO program, Chart #47.
However, because of a rise
in credit spreads, the earnings yield spread as shown on
Chart #48 relative to high yield
securities has little changed but
remains near record high levels.
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CHART 49. Finally, an observation on inflation break-even levels and the S&P500. As you can see
on Chart #49 there has been a very high level of correlation between the S&P500 and the 5 Year
Treasury inflation break even spreads over the past two years. This measure is commonly used to
gauge inflation expectations and is currently at about 1.68%. Another measure developed by the
Cleveland Fed has expectations at about 1.38%. Both are trending lower and are reflecting a
fear of a potential deflationary spiral sparked by a break-up of the European Union. The dismal May payroll numbers and the downward revision of April’s in combination with inflation
expectation well below the Fed’s target of 2.0% may move the US closer to another round of
Quantitative Easing.
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